
least absolute shrinkage and 
selection operator



Quick review of 
linear regression
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What depends on what? 
Dependent (response) variables 
Independent (regressor) variables



Let’s make some fake data! 
(note: don’t ever do this!!!)

1) Start with a line 
2) Add some 

realistic noise

(cough) central limit theorem



Let’s make some fake data! 
(note: don’t ever do this!!!)

1) Start with a line 
2) Add some 

realistic noise



Let’s make some fake data! 
(note: don’t ever do this!!!)



OK, let’s reverse engineer what we just did! 



OK, let’s reverse engineer what we just did! 



Maximum likelihood! 



Brute force (not very computationally efficient)
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Orange: a random function 
with y-values on (0,1] 
Green: log(orange)
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Note: supplementary material 
will be provided 



Method of least squares



It works!!!!



Why sparsity?



p = number of features

N = number of data points

What happens when p>N?

(also known as ‘wide data’)


Gene expression data (right): 
e.g. using 4718 features from 
349 patients, build a classifer 
to predict which of 15 cancer 
types


Document classification: “bag 
of words” can easily be 
20,000 features but only 5000 
documents




Prediction error (think: bias-variance tradeoff from 
TMA4268)


Interpretation


“Bet on sparsity”: If you’re right, you will do well. If 
you’re wrong— the underlying truth is not sparse—, 
then no method can do well


…

Other reasons for sparsity



How sparsity?



So you give it a budget



budget

penalty



If we want a penalty, why the absolute value function? 

Why not square it or something??

2
2

This is called ridge regression (because it helped 
the ‘ridge’ problem, e.g. multicollinearity)



Note: there are many more options with more coming next week

Ridge vs lasso!



Ridge vs lasso!

Either way, I would fund 
the police well



Wait… but what is lambda??? 
How do we get that?

Cross-validation to the rescue! 
Why?  What else could we use?





Relaxed lasso (Meinshausen 2007)  
Another fun trick (think again bias - 
variance tradeoff, what’s this?)



How can we fit it?



what’s so hard?



Coordinate descent

(amusing history from Hastie’s slides)


Minimize over one parameter at a time, keeping all others fixed


Main idea was work of PhD student in 1997: Wenjiang Fu at University of Toronto 
and named “shooting algorithm” — Tibshirani did not appreciate it at the time…


Hastie (author) implemented something like lasso in 2002 but made and error and 
Hastie and Tibshirani incorrectly assumed it doesn’t work


In 2006 they found their mistake and punished the lasso paper — other published 
very similar papers but with less something…




Many problems take the above form.  Tseng, 1988 showed that 
coordinate descent converges to a solution in these cases 



Linear regression (no lasso yet)



Linear regression (no lasso yet)



Gradients and subgradients



Coordinate descent algorithm for lasso






Note: sections 2.5 and 2.6 are going to the second part of the 
next lecture 

Below is not part of the course but is interesting:



End first part



Exercise: 

- Generate random weights with many of them set 
to zero 
- Generate fake data 
- Write out coordinate descent algorithm for lasso 
- Show lambda = 0 and compare with ground truth 
- Solve also with other lambdas and compare 

- Play with number of features versus number of 
data points (the “width” of the data) as well as the 
strength of the non-zero weights and the noise 
term



End second part



GLM part



Maximum likelihood! 



WIKIPEDIA



TMA4315 Generalized linear models 2018



TMA4315 Generalized linear models 2018

but in this course we don’t



what is another perspective on this equation?  
hint: the laplace had an absolute value in it…



Logistic regression example



Example “trigrams”: AbA, Art, … 
There are nearly 92^3 of them

Example from wikipedia







How do we do solve this one?





Which might look famliar: iteratively reweighted least squares (GLM course) — see 
course notes there for derivation 

Now it is written like the lasso problem so for each lambda do: 
Outer loop to compute $l_Q$ and inner loop for penalized weighted least squares 
problem (with lasso term) using, e.g., coordinate descent



done for today


